1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Estimates of the average point mutation rates in eukaryotic genomes usually vary between 10^−7^ and 10^−10^ mutations per nucleotide per generation \[[@B1], [@B2]\]. However, mutation rates may be dramatically altered by their genomic context. For example, there is an increased frequency of C \> T mutations in the word CG in humans (and other vertebrates). This is currently attributed to the methylation of cytosines by context specific DNA methyltransferases \[[@B3]\]. Many other examples of context-related factors that affect mutation rates have been reported and reviewed \[[@B4]--[@B8]\]. Substitution rates are known to be affected by local G + C content \[[@B9]\], CpG density \[[@B10]\], recombination rates \[[@B11]\], proximity to small insertions or deletions \[[@B12]\], distance from the centromeres or telomeres \[[@B13]\], and the chromosome itself (e.g., the human Y chromosome has higher divergence rates than autosomes) \[[@B14]\]. Some of these factors might be related to each other. The study of context-dependent changes in mutation frequencies may shed light on the molecular mechanisms involved in mutagenesis \[[@B15]\]. Also, it is important to understand how context affects mutation rates when working in the field of molecular phylogenetics. For example, accounting for the hypermutability of certain motifs may improve the accuracy of our estimates of the divergence time between two homologous sequences \[[@B16]\].

Recently, it was reported that there is an increased rate of T \> C mutations in the second position of the words ATTG and ATAG and an increased rate of A \> C mutations in the first position of the word ACAA in the *Homo sapiens* genome \[[@B17]\]. This result was achieved by calculating the values called "minimal contrast" and "mutation bias" for 2--4 bp mutation contexts to evaluate if the addition of specific nucleotides to the 5′ or 3′ end of 1--3 bp words increases the probability of observing certain mutations in fixed positions. Mutation bias indicates the total excess (or deficiency) of mutations within a given mutation context. Minimal contrast indicates the excess (or deficiency) of mutations within a given context that cannot be explained by the excess (or deficiency) of mutations in one of its subcontexts.

The analysis of mutation rates for 4 bp contexts analysis requires large amounts of mutation data (millions of inferred mutations) to provide statistically significant and biologically meaningful results. Sufficient SNP data for the analysis of context-dependent mutagenesis in *H. sapiens* was available for a long time. More recently multiple whole genome sequences of *Mus musculus* were presented \[[@B18], [@B19]\]. The comparison of these genomes provides essential data on genetic divergence and context-dependent variance between mouse genetic sequences similar to that provided by human SNP analysis. We used a systematical comparison of mutation regularities within 2--4 bp contexts in *M. musculus* and *H. sapiens*, evaluated by calculating mutation bias and minimal contrasts for the contexts and uncovered a number of notable differences in context-dependent mutation regularities. Namely, we found that the aforementioned hypermutable human mutation contexts except for the excess of C \> T mutations in the CG context are not hypermutable in *M. musculus*. Also, several mutation contexts are hypermutable in *M. musculus* but not in *H. sapiens*.

2. Methods {#sec2}
==========

2.1. Mutation Data {#sec2.1}
------------------

We used SNP data from 17 strains of mice, available from \[[@B18]\] <http://www.sanger.ac.uk/resources/mouse/genomes/>. To reduce the possible effects of selection on protein-coding genes, we excluded SNPs present within 1000 bp of known mouse genes (UCSC genes, as in UCSC genome browser \[[@B20]\]). SNPs with low-coverage sequencing, near simple repeats or indels, were excluded, according to \[[@B21]\].

We reconstructed the ancestral states of SNPs by using the genome of SPRET/EiJ mouse as an outgroup. This is justified because this strain is the most divergent from the rest \[[@B21]\]. We determined the direction of mutations that happened in the remaining 16 mouse strains by comparing the observed alleles with the corresponding outgroup sequence. Only those cases were considered, when two genetic variants were present in the 16 mouse strains and one of them was present in the SPRET/EiJ strain. Further analysis was done as in \[[@B17]\]. A total of 12.8 million mouse SNPS were included in the analysis.

2.2. Mutation Context and Subcontext {#sec2.2}
------------------------------------

We denote the mutation context of mutation *mut* in position *pos* of the word *W* as {*mut* \| *pos*, *W*}. For example, {C \> T \| 1, CG} represents a C \> T mutation in the first position of the word CG. Mutation context {*mut* \| *pos*′, *W*′} is called a subcontext of the context {*mut* \| *pos*, *W*} if *W*′ is a subword of *W* and any mutation *mut* occurring in position *pos* of the word *W* is at the same time a mutation occurring in position *pos*′ of the word *W*′. For example, {C \> T \| 1, CG} is a subcontext of {C \> T \| 2, ACG}. We do not study discontiguous contexts.

2.3. Contrast {#sec2.3}
-------------

For each pair of context {*mut* \| *pos*, *W*} and its subcontext {*mut* \| *pos*′, *W*′}, the value of contrast is given by the formula $$\begin{matrix}
{\text{Contrast}\left( {\left\{ {mut\, \mid \, pos,W} \right\},\left\{ {mut\, \mid \, pos^{\prime},W^{\prime}} \right\}} \right)} \\
{\quad = \frac{P\left\{ {mut\, \mid \, pos,W} \right\}}{P\left\{ {mut\, \mid \, pos^{\prime},W^{\prime}} \right\}}.} \\
\end{matrix}$$ Here, *P*{*mut* \| *pos*, *W*} and *P*{*mut* \| *pos*′, *W*′} are the conditional probabilities of observing mutation *mut* in the position *pos* of the word *W* and in the position *pos*′ of word *W*′, respectively. Although these probabilities cannot be explicitly calculated without assumptions of the general probability of mutation per nucleotide in the genome, their ratio can be estimated by the following formula: $$\begin{matrix}
{\frac{P\left\{ {mut\, \mid \, pos,W} \right\}}{P\left\{ {mut\, \mid \, pos^{\prime},W^{\prime}} \right\}} = \frac{N\left\{ {mut\, \mid \, pos,W} \right\}/\text{P}_{W}}{N\left\{ {mut\, \mid \, pos,W^{\prime}} \right\}/P_{W^{\prime}}}.} \\
\end{matrix}$$ Here, *P* ~*W*~ and *P* ~*W*′~ are the observed frequencies of words *W* and *W*′, respectively, among all words of the same length.

The ratio *P* ~*W*~/*P* ~*W*′~ estimates the probability for *W*′ to be extended to *W*. This ratio coincides with the expected ratio *N*{*mut* \| *pos*, *W*}/*N*{*mut* \| *pos*′, *W*′} under the hypothesis that mutations rates are the same in the context {*mut* \| *pos*, *W*} and its subcontext {*mut* \| *pos*′, *W*′}. Therefore, if Contrast ({*mut* \| *pos*, *W*}, {*mut* \| *pos*′, *W*′}) is greater than 1, it indicates an increased mutation rate in the context {*mut* \| *pos*, *W*} compared with the subcontext {*mut* \| *pos*′, *W*′}. Analogously, if Contrast({*mut* \| *pos*, *W*}, {*mut* \| *pos*′, *W*′}) is less than 1, it indicates a decreased mutation rate.

2.4. Minimal Contrast {#sec2.4}
---------------------

For a given context {*mut* \| *pos*, *W*}, let us consider all of its subcontexts {*mut* \| *pos*′, *W*′}. The minimal contrast is the value *MC* = Contrast({*mut* \| *pos*, *W*}, {*mut* \| *pos*′, *W*′}) such that the absolute difference \|*MC* − 1\| is the lowest among all subcontexts {*mut* \| *pos*′, *W*′}.

2.5. Mutation Bias {#sec2.5}
------------------

For any context {*mut* \| *pos*, *W*}, there exists only one subcontext {*mut* \| *pos*′, *W*′} such that the length of *W*′ is equal to 1 (i.e., *W*′ is the one-letter word, consisting of the mutated letter). The mutation bias is the contrast of the given context and this subcontext.

2.6. Word Frequencies {#sec2.6}
---------------------

We estimated word frequencies (the fraction of a specific word in all amount of the words of the same length) in the mouse genome using \[−10, −5\] and \[+5, +10\] intervals surrounding the mouse SNPs included in our study. We used the reference mouse genome sequence for this purpose. These word frequencies were used in our calculations of mutation bias and minimal contrast for mutation contexts in *M. musculus.*

2.7. Statistical Significance {#sec2.7}
-----------------------------

For a given pair of context and subcontext, let *P* = *P* ~*W*~/*P* ~*W*′~ be the expected probability of success in a Bernoulli trial, with the number of trials *N* = *N*{*mut* \| *pos*′, *W*′} and the number of successes *K* = *N*{*mut* \| *pos*, *W*}. We assume that the mutation rate for context {*mut* \| *pos*, *W*} is significantly different from the mutation rate of its subcontext {*mut* \| *pos*′, *W*′} if the probability to observe *K* or a more extreme number of successes out of *N* trials with the probability of success *P* is lower than a predetermined significance level. Due to large sample sizes, all obtained *P* values for context/subcontext comparisons are highly significant (*P* \< 10^−15^) for all observations mentioned in our study. This remains true after correcting for multiple comparisons using the Bonferroni correction. For example, there are 1293 observed mutations for the *M. musculus* context {G \> C \| 3, TCGA} and 3723 mutations for its closest (with the most similar mutation bias value) subcontext {G \> C \| 3, TCG}. *P* ~*W*~/*P* ~*W*′~ for this pair is 0.081. The *P* value is much less than 10^−15^.

3. Results and Discussion {#sec3}
=========================

As shown in [Table 1](#tab1){ref-type="table"}, among the directed mutations in *M. musculus*C \> G and G \> C transversions are underrepresented, compared to the fractions of such mutations among all point mutations in *H. sapiens*. Instead, C \> T and G \> A transitions are overrepresented in *M. musculus*. This might be due to GC-biased gene conversion being weaker in rodents \[[@B22]\]. Gene conversion is the transfer of genetic information between two homologous chromosomes carrying different allele variants during which one allele becomes substituted for the other. It has been shown that in mammals this process is biased in the direction that increases GC content \[[@B23]\]. If during recombination an *S*-*W* (where *S* is a C or G nucleotide and *W* is an A or T nucleotide) mismatched pair forms between two homologous DNA strands, the more probable scenario is that *W* will be converted into *S*. If gene conversion becomes weaker or less biased, then C \> T and G \> A transitions should become more frequent in observations. This is consistent with the observations of both a decrease in GC content of GC-rich isochores and an increase in GC-poor isochores in rodents \[[@B24]\].

Previously several hypermutable 4 bp mutation contexts were identified in *H. sapiens* \[[@B17]\], as shown in [Table 2](#tab2){ref-type="table"}. We checked if these mutation regularities can be found in *M. musculus*. As shown in [Table 2](#tab2){ref-type="table"}, only the {T \> C \| 2, ATTG} mutation context that is hypermutable in *H. sapiens* is also somewhat hypermutable in *M. musculus* compared to its other 4 bp contexts (among all 4 bp contexts in *M. musculus* this context is the third by minimal contrast values). However, even for this context, the observed values of mutation bias and minimal contrast are much lower than those in *H. sapiens*, indicating that context-dependent mutation regularities are very different between *H. sapiens* and *M. musculus* even at the 4 bp scale. One of our reviewers made an interesting observation that the reverse-complement image of the highly mutable *M. musculus* context {T \> A \| 3, TTTA} is {A \> T \| 2, TAAA} which is the reverse context for another highly mutable *M. musculus* context {T \> A \| 2, TTAA} (see [Table 2](#tab2){ref-type="table"}). We checked if other highly mutable contexts have highly mutable reverse contexts, but this does not seem to be a general trend. Minimal contrast and mutation bias values for reverse contexts are also provided in [Table 2](#tab2){ref-type="table"}.

We would like to explain why we make emphasis on minimal contrast and not on mutation bias, when presenting [Table 2](#tab2){ref-type="table"}. If we sort contexts by mutation, bias all the highest ranking contexts in both *H. sapiens* and *M. musculus* will be 4 bp contexts containing the {C \> G \| 1, CG} context. However, most of the increase in their mutation rates is explained by the high mutation bias of the {C \> G \| 1, CG} context itself. Among multiple 3-4 bp contexts containing the {C \> G \| 1, CG} context some will inevitably have higher mutation bias than {C \> G \| 1, CG}, and some will have a lower mutation bias, but as long as the difference is small, these contexts are unlikely to provide interesting information about mutation regularities. Thus, we believe that minimal contrast is more informative when searching for biologically meaningful contexts.

A more detailed analysis of mutation regularities is presented, in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. Previously we found it helpful to plot mutation bias versus minimal contrast for 2--4 bp contexts to identify mutation regularities with large effects. Context-dependent mutation regularities are very different between *H. sapiens* and *M. musculus*. While both species share the mutation regularity of increased C \> T mutation frequency in the CG word, three hypermutable 4 bp contexts previously identified in *H. sapiens* ([Figure 1(a)](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) are not strikingly hypermutable in *M. musculus* ([Figure 1(d)](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). In *M. musculus* comparing to *H. sapiens*, there is also a notable increase of both mutation bias and minimal contrast values for C \> G mutations in the first position of the word CGA and in contexts that include this context as a subcontext; G \> T mutations in the first position of the word GCGA; C \> G and G \> T mutations in CG dinucleotides ([Figure 1(b)](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). These differences in mutation patterns might reflect differences in biological mechanisms involved in primate and rodent mutagenesis.

4. Conclusions {#sec4}
==============

We have found a number of substantial differences in context-dependent mutation regularities of *Mus musculus* and *Homo sapiens*. These differences include the reduced mutation bias and minimal contrasts for mutation contexts {T \> C \| 2, ATTG}, {A \> C \| 1, ACAA}, and {T \> C \| 2, ATAG} in *M. musculus* when compared to *H. sapiens*. These mutation contexts are hypermutable in *H. sapiens*. Only {T \> C \| 2, ATTG} is hypermutable in *M. Musculus*, but to a smaller extent than in *H. sapiens*. Mutation bias and minimal contrasts are instead increased for {C \> G \| 1, CGA}, {C \> G \| 1, CG}, {G \> T \| 2, CG}, and {G \> T \| 1, GCGA} mutation contexts in *M. musculus* when compared to *H. sapiens*.
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![Comparison of mutation bias and minimal contrasts for all 2--4 bp mutations contexts in *H. sapiens* and *M. musculus*. Each dot represents a mutation context. The *x*-axis of each plot represents the contexts minimal contrast values, and the *y*-axis represents the contexts mutation bias. The values of mutation bias and minimal contrast are given for *H. sapiens* (plots (a) and (c)) or *M. musculus* (plots (b) and (d)). The color scheme indicates the difference between mutation biases (plots (a) and (b)) and minimal contrasts (plots (c) and (d)). Thus red dots on (a) and (c) represent contexts that are hypermutable in *H. sapiens* compared to *M. musculus*, while green dots represent contexts that are hypermutable in *M. musculus* compared to *H. sapiens*. This color scheme is reversed for (b) and (d). Note that many dots are situated in pairs; this is because complimentary mutation contexts have very similar mutation bias and minimal contrast values.](BMRI2013-989410.001){#fig1}

###### 

The fractions of basic types of directed mutations, inferred from SNP data.

  Mutation        Fraction   
  --------------- ---------- -------
  A \> T          0.031      0.034
  T \> A          0.031      0.034
  A \> C          0.037      0.029
  T \> G          0.038      0.029
  C \> G          0.051      0.035
  G \> C          0.051      0.035
  G \> T          0.058      0.059
  C \> A          0.058      0.059
  T \> C          0.118      0.097
  A \> G          0.118      0.097
  C \> T          0.204      0.247
  G \> A          0.204      0.247
  Transversions   0.355      0.312
  Transitions     0.645      0.688

###### 

Top 5 40 bp mutation contexts by minimal contrast in *H. sapiens* and *M. musculus*. The provided subcontext is the context with the most similar to the contexts mutation bias value and is the one used for the minimal contrast calculation. Also reverse contexts are provided (contexts with the reverse mutation) with their minimal contrast and mutation bias values.

  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Context \          Minimal contrast   Mutation bias   Subcontext \       Reverse context    Minimal contrast   Mutation bias
  *{mut∣pos, W*}                                        *{mut∣pos′, W′}*                                         
  ------------------ ------------------ --------------- ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ---------------
  *H. sapiens*                                                                                                   

  {T \> C∣2, ATTG}   2.12               3.46            {T \> C∣1, TTG}    {C \> T∣2, ACTG}   0.86               0.75

  {A \> C∣1, ACAA}   1.89               3.43            {A \> C∣1, ACA}    {C \> A∣1, CCAA}   1.01               1.20

  {T \> C∣2, ATAG}   1.78               3.29            {T \> C∣2, ATA}    {C \> T∣2, ACAG}   0.95               0.81

  {G \> C∣3, TCGA}   1.43               1.98            {G \> C∣3, TCG}    {C \> G∣3, TCCA}   0.59               0.37

  {T \> G∣4, CGGT}   1.42               2.64            {T \> G∣3, GGT}    {G \> T∣4, CGGG}   0.84               0.84

                                                                                                                 

  *M. musculus*                                                                                                  

  {G \> T∣1, GCGA}   1.83               3.00            {G \> T∣1, GCG}    {T \> G∣1, TCGA}   1.19               1.19

  {T \> A∣3, TTTA}   1.60               2.31            {T \> A∣2, TTA}    {A \> T∣3, TTAA}   1.47               2.55

  {T \> C∣2, ATTG}   1.59               2.25            {T \> C∣2, AT}     {C \> T∣2, ACTG}   1.01               1.01

  {G \> A∣4, CGCG}   1.54               1.54            {G \> A∣1, G}      {A \> G∣4, CGCA}   0.68               0.68

  {T \> A∣2, TTAA}   1.47               2.55            {T \> A∣1, TAA}    {A \> T∣2, TAAA}   1.60               2.31
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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